Telemicine, Cost Effectiveness, and Patients Satisfaction: A Systematic Review
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Abstract

Background: Telemedicine has been practiced since 1960. The objective of telemedicine was to establish feasible interactive telecommunication for medical diagnosis and treatment of patients at remote sites. Nowadays, with healthcare costs on the rise, telemedicine is increasingly being seen as a strategy for healthcare organizations to make cost-saving. This study aimed to explore the opportunity of telemedicine utilization in cost savings to patients and the health care system.

Subjects and Method: A systematic review was conducted by searching the published articles from PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, and Science Direct databases. Keywords for this study were “telemedicine” AND “patient satisfaction”, “telemedicine” AND “cost-utility and cost-effectiveness”, and “telemedicine” AND “systematic review”. The data were analyzed by PRISMA flow diagram.

Results: 8 articles were selected for this study. These studies reported that telemedicine utilization in dermatology, radiology, pediatrics, and intensive care unit (ICU) rooms reduced health cost by 56% and patients travel cost to health care by 94%. Telemedicine advantages for patients were reduced transportation time or cost, eliminated time off of work, on-demand option, and reduced time in the waiting room, so that it can increase patient’s satisfaction. A study reported that telemedicine utilization at the pediatrics department increased hospital’s revenue by USD 101,744 per year.

Conclusion: Telemedicine is an alternative health care to generate cost savings for patient and hospital and it can increase patient’s satisfaction.
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cal facilities to communities in remote areas using limited resources (Chavula, 2013). Several countries in Asia have used telemedicine in their health services including Bangladesh and Japan.

Telemedicine has been expected to simultaneously increase costs, quality, and access to health care. There are more than 20 systematic reviews conclusively reporting that telemedicine is effective in areas such as mental health and management of chronic diseases including diabetes, heart failure, and elderly care (Ekeland et al., 2010; Akiyama et al., 2016).

However, previous systematic reviews of telemedicine economic evaluations, based on study populations in the US, UK, and Australia, show no conclusive evidence that telemedicine interventions can save health costs compared to conventional health care (Wade et al., 2010; Mistry, 2012; Mistry, Garnvwa and Oppong, 2014; De La Torre-Díez et al., 2015).

Telemedicine programs in Japan are indicated to have a favorable level of economic efficiency (Akiyama and Yoo, 2016), in addition to that telemedicine services introduced in Bangladesh can also be considered as cost-effective and time-saving health care solutions for improving health care facilities in remote rural areas (Sorwar et al., 2016).

In addition to economic factors, patient satisfaction is also one factor that needs to be considered because patient satisfaction is the key to developing a telemedicine program and patient satisfaction is an indicator of how well the telemedicine modality meets patient expectations. (Kruse et al., 2017).

Cost savings are needed in the era of health insurance so that the government does not suffer losses, without neglecting patient satisfaction and healing. So that researchers are interested in reviewing telemedicine opportunities in increasing the effectiveness of treatment costs and patient satisfaction.

### SUBJECTS AND METHOD

#### 1. Study Design
A systematic review was conducted on June 1 - July 20 2019 by reading various articles through PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CI-NAHL, and Science Direct databases. Keywords used include: telemedicine AND patient satisfaction, telemedicine AND cost effectiveness, telemedicine.

#### 2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Criteria for articles included in this review are randomized controlled trials, retrospective, observational studies, case studies, and reviews. Non-English and unpublished articles were excluded.

#### 3. Data Extraction
Searches on electronic databases were filtered to identify studies that include relevance for reference. Then the data was made into a structured table i.e. PRISMA flowchart of Systematic Review.

### RESULTS
Based on Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis/ Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA).

A total of 234 articles were identified during the initial search of the entire database. After eliminating the duplication and applying the selection of 8 articles will be further analyzed.

#### 1. Telemedicine and cost effectiveness
Previous studies have reported that the use of telemedicine in various countries has benefits in reducing the cost of care or personal costs of patients.

Based on a study by Sorwar et al., (2016) in Bangladesh, reported that the time spent by a patient to access health services through telemedicine introduced was reduced by 56% (226 minutes to 99 minutes) compared to similar traditional health services. Similarly, the average maintenance costs were reduced by 94%. So it can be
concluded that telemedicine services are more cost effective and time efficient for rural communities in accessing their health services.

A study by Akiyama and Yoo (2016), also reported on the cost effectiveness of telemedicine in Japan. Telemedicine services can reduce the frequency of doctor visits from twice a week to once. Savings in the cost of palliative care at home with telemedicine are estimated at $5,000 per person per year compared to conventional care.

Other studies also report medical expenses that can be saved by tele-homecare that connects nurses with elderly people who have chronic diseases in one region showing that the treatment period is shortened by telemedicine services. Estimates about reducing medical expenses range from $148 to $629 per case per year for lifestyle-related illnesses. However, tele-homecare input costs are not shown in this study (Ito et al., 2003; Akematsu and Tsuji, 2009).

A research team measures the willingness-to-pay of a patient’s WTP for a tele-homecare system that combines monitoring of vital signs and consulting a doctor. Estimated WTP are $288, $480, and $520 per case per year, depending on analytical methods. There is only one study conducted in urban areas to estimate the user’s WTP for home tele-health monitoring. This study, published in 2012, shows WTP as low as $109 per patient per year (Akematsu and Tsuji, 2009; Peeters et al., 2012).

Figure 1. Flow Diagram

2. Telemedicine and patient satisfaction

A study by Sorwar et al., (2016) showed studies in patients accessing health care services through the telemedicine system in Bangladesh resulted in diverse levels of satisfaction, namely 51% of satisfied patients, 11% were quite satisfied, and 38% of service recipients showed that they were very satisfied with telemedicine services.

The benefits of telemedicine services are also felt by elderly patients and also patients who live far from the hospital, (Jacobs et al., 2016) report high levels of satisfaction in island residents and elderly studies with
tele-consultation services, especially in terms of technical and interpersonal aspects.

High satisfaction is also demonstrated by telemedicine services that are used to diagnose and treat non-acute headaches. Patients are satisfied with the video and sound quality in this service (Bradbury et al., 2016; Kruse et al., 2017).

**DISCUSSION**

This systematic review shows that telemedicine services significantly reduce the cost of care for users to access needed health services. The majority of patients only require half the conventional stature for telemedicine services, this is because they do not need to come to the hospital and incur transportation costs (Sorwar et al., 2016).

Based on a study by Akiyama and Yoo (2016) in Japan, the most economically efficient telemedicine service is emergency radiotherapy consultation related to malignant spinal cord compression services. Telemedicine can reduce patient transfer costs and shorten treatment decision times (Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). Telemedicine also saves costs in hospital services including teledermatology consultations which can save $17,160 per case per year (Akiyama and Yoo, 2016).

In addition, telemedicine provides satisfaction to patients with various parameters including: can improve health service outcomes, ease of use, low cost, or cost savings, can improve communication, cut travel time to the hospital, increase access, increase self-awareness, no need to wait long to get service, save transportation costs, reduce the frequency of direct visits, increase self-efficacy, increase compliance and reduce readmissions (Kruse et al., 2017).

Overall, it has been proven that telemedicine can have a positive impact in reducing health costs, increasing satisfaction and expanding services to remote areas without having to move resources. So that the users and provision of telemedicine services widely in various countries need attention.
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